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Our Cheder’s Voice
Cheder Chabad Boys Division
Letter from the Menahel:
Dear Parents,
This Shabbos we get a double dose of Torah by reading two parshiyos. This is true for
every week during Iyar with the exception of the week of Lag Baomer. This double
portion serves as an additional reminder of the necessity to add in Torah as the summer
months come upon us.
At the cheder, we are redoubling our efforts to strengthen the Torah-learning of our
talmidim. In a talk to the older grades this week, we spoke about the importance of
utilizing every inning of a game — every quarter — to its maximum. The most critical part
of learning to fly a plane is learning how to land it safely.
Everything we learned this year requires a strong finish, a good landing, one in which we
take full advantage of every moment of learning.
We are introducing new areas in every class, showing the talmidim in a tangible way that
they are getting older and they are ready for more. We see how much the talmidim have
grown not only from year to year but even from season to season. This approach
counters those who treat the last few weeks as insignificant and a time to just wait until it
is over. We are committed raising our expectations and not making light of even one day
of learning.
This, too, is a lesson we learn from the mitzva of sefiras haomer. We count every day
and make every day count!
Wishing you a good Shabbos,
Rabbi Kaplan
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The New York State ELA exam will be given next week. The first through seventh grade
will have the test on Tuesday while the eighth grade will take it on Wednesday. PLEASE
ensure that your son brings a quiet activity for when he is done with the test, a "quiet"
snack such as a sucking candy and at least 3 sharpened number 2 pencils.
Mrs. Nadav's class has been working for many weeks on the stories for their personal
books, and they've finally finished! The stories will now be typed up, illustrated and
actually published. We can't wait to see the finished products. In math, the second graders
are experts at different kinds of coins and bills. They can count up large amounts of
money and write the total value properly. They'll soon be earning money for special
purchases. The first graders have been working on adding larger two digit numbers while
being careful with the place value.
The class has a special addition: there's an incubator with eggs warming in the room. The
boys have to keep a careful eye on the temperature and the humidity daily to be sure that
the eggs have the right conditions necessary for hatching. In around 3 weeks time we
should be seeing some little chicks emerge.
Mrs. Eckstein’s third grade spent this week busily preparing for next week's New York
State test! In science the class completed the unit on weather. The boys were allowed to
bring home their booklets, as some of them wanted to make the rain gauge project at the
end of the booklet. In math the class is continuing to climb up the ladder to more difficult
problems in multiplication and division. If your son does not practice, he will fall
behind...please help set your son up for success by reviewing with him.
This week Mrs. Volfman's Grade 3 was very busy! In math they continued in their division
unit and learned division with remainders. They played different games to reinforce the
concept. This week in spelling the focus was on words that use the long o sound and the
different ways that words can be spelled when you hear that sound. Using the Write
Approach method, the boys wrote paragraphs all about places that they want to visit and
why they want to go to those places. In social studies they continued in our unit about
inventors. Looking forward to another wonderful week in Grade 3 next week!
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
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Menachem Mendel Lusting, Menachem Mendel
Serebryanski, Daniel Wolfson and Dovid Levertov
Mazel Tov Baruch Lavon on his Bar Mitzvah
Mazel Tov Sender Setton on the birth of a new
baby brother!
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A SPECIAL MENTION FOR THE
YOUNGER TALMIDIM WHO SPENT
A LOT OF TIME SAYING TEHILLIM

Aharon Moshe Blotner 1
Elazar Glick 5
Shlomo Goldstein 5
Mendel Jordan 5
Dovid Levertov 70
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Shneur Zalman Blotner 100

Mordechai Cohen 22
Menachem Mendel Keller 30
Moshe Landa 2
Yaakov Ogince 5
Shneur Zalman Segelman 59

A SPECIAL MENTION
FOR THOSE THAT SAID
THE ENTIRE TEHILLIM

David Litvack 150

Naftoli Liberow 6

Menachem Weinstein 10

Mendel Oberlander 18

Mendy Haddad 15

Yehoshua Kessler 150

Avraham Moshe Abramowitz 11

Adam Krispine 5

Menachem Kessler 150

Avi Greenberg 5

Levi Bogomilsky 11

Levi Kaminker 49

Tanni Frankel 52

Shua Konikov 3

Dov Goldberg 20

Levi Yitzchok Labkowski 130
Sholom Lasker 22
Ruvi Raskin 120
Gedalia Schechter 10

Gavriel Noach Herrman 50

Moishi Backman 150
Yossi Bogomilsky 150
Yanky Silber 150

Yossi Konikov 12
Levi Liberow 30
Meir Nussbaum 27

Sholom Dovber Silverman 10

Dovid Zanvil Blotner 82

Menachem Weingarten 22

Moshe Volfman 20

Sholom Zaltzman 10

Yosef Weingarten

Mendel Kass 3

Benny Baumgarten 60

Chaim Krishewsky

Schneur Simcha Huisman 90

Mendel Nussbaum 11

Srulik Lefkovitch 75

Aizik Serebryanski 4

Yechiel Vogel 35

Menachem Mendel
Sandler 150
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Thank you PTA for the Rosh Chodesh Staff Appreciation
gift!
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PIRKEILearn the 11 weekly  פתגמיםfrom pirkei Avos
AVOS included in the weekly newsletter
PROGRAM
BH

*Learn the meaning of each saying
*Memorize them

Students who receive am 80% or above will
be entered into a raffle
1st place winner $10
Runner up $5

TAKE THE
TEST ON
SUNDAY

First division
Mendy Keller - first place
AM Blotner - runner up

Second division
Gabi Teitelbaum - first prize
Avreml Sirota - runner up

Third Division
Moishy Backman - first prize
DovBer Teitelbaum - runner up
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REGISTRATION IS OPEN NOW:

YESHIVAS KAYITZ
5781
JUNE 20-27

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

Time • 10:00 AM - 1:00 PM
Our Cheder Melamdim will be on Staff
The program is provided free of charge,
No transportation is provided.
Registration closes Tuesday, April 27

